
STRANGESTATIC02 PRESS RELEASE - CASSETTE STORE DAY 2015 – SLIME CITY 
‘ORIGINAL 1988 MOTION PICTURE SOUNDTRACK BY ROBERT TOMARO’ 
 

One Way Static Records in collaboration with Strange Disc Recordings presents ‘SLIME CITY’ 
(Original 1988 Motion Picture Soundtrack by Robert Tomaro) on cassette tape exclusively for 
international Cassette Store Day 2015. 
 

'Slime City’ ... The film itself was released in 1988 but the soundtrack has never seen the light of day 
until now. Slime City is the debut film by cult horror director and author Gregory Lamberson. The story 

follows Alex, who after moving into his new apartment is seduced by his neighbor and soon turns into 

a melting ghoul who is forced to kill innocent victims in order to maintain a normal human physique. 

Slime City debuted in 1988 and spent months in the NY midnight movie circuit, at the tail end of the 

grindhouse era. Lamberson creatively made a great film with intense special effects with very limited 

money and a small crew of dedicated movie fans.  

A huge part of what makes Slime City so fantastic is it's wildly creative score, which was composed by 

the now PHD, and current Music Director of the Beloit Janesville Symphony, Robert Tomaro. Rob's 

score is unlike any horror soundtrack past or present. In Robert's own words, the music is "perhaps 

what you might get if you locked Igor Stravinsky, Johnny Rotten and Bernard Hermann in a hotel room 

and didn't let them out until they wrote something together."  

The score is most certainly slimy as the film's title would leave you hoping for. Very much classically 

written, but with a serious mix of punk guitar work and weirdo avant-garde synth. A truly unique 

composition.  

Never released on cassette before, limited to 300 copies worldwide. Exclusively available in 

participating stores on October 17
th
 (Cassette Store Day). 

 

 
 
 

1.  Main Title (01:23)  
2.  Meeting Nicole (00:17)  
3.  Night Games (00:32)  
4.  Himalayan Yogurt (00:21)  
5.  Elixir (01:07)  
6.  Seduction (02:26)  
7.  Slime Time (02:40)  
8.  Yummy (02:36)  
9.  Premonition (00:07)  
10.  Zachary's Legacy (01:22)  
11.  Dinner Slime (00:23)  
12.  You Crazy Bastard (01:36)  
13.  Spurning Nicole (00:24)  
14.  Madame Selena (01:06)  
15.  Discovery (01:50)  
16.  Revelations (00:56)  
17.  Gothic Temptress (02:34)  
18.  Jail Bait (00:24)  
19.  Seaman's Rap (02:22)  
20.  Headbanging (02:52)  
21.  Lori & Nicole (00:22)  
22.  Prelude To Sex (00:26)  
23.  Gross Out Climax (07:23)  
24.  Epilogue (00:31)  
25.  End Titles (01:24)  
 



 
 
 

 First time on cassette tape 
 

 Exclusive Cassette Store Day 2015 release 
 

 Strictly limited to 300 copies worldwide 

 
 

 

 

 

 
AVAILABLE IN PARTICIPATING STORES WORLDWIDE ON OCTOBER 17th  

(CASSETTE STORE DAY) 

 
 

 
 

Distributed by Light In The Attic Records  
www.lightintheattic.net 
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